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Second Annual Parents Weekend Will Include New Campus Tours by Dave Canteen

The second annual Ithaca College Parents’ Weekend will be held this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday (November 3, 4, 5). The three days will consist of an exciting variety of ‘parent orientation’ into the Ithaca College community and will again be sponsored by the members of Pi Theta Phi, Delta Sigma Pi, and Rho Mu Theta.

Due to last year’s success, this year’s Parents’ Weekend will be extended to include Friday activities. The increased time has been provided to give the parents full opportunity to view the new campus’ facilities and reservoir functions at Ithaca College.

The weekend will start with registration between 9:30 and 11:00 a.m. on Friday. Saturday arrivals will be able to register between 9:00 and 11:00 that morning. The registration committee will also issue parent and faculty identification tags. Romaine Berlew is chairman of this committee.

The first planned function of the weekend will be an informal program, entitled “Ithaca College Beyond Its Campus,” starting at 8:00 p.m. Friday in the Student Center. Included will be: the IWCB-TV program, “Brown County,” from 8:30: a panel discussion of the African students on our student experience and their personal viewpoint, and an exhibition of the gymnastics team from 9:00-10:30. An informal dance with a band and refreshments from 9:30-12:00 will conclude the first day’s activities.

The program is headed by Bob Moore.

Tours Planned Saturday morning will have several complimentary trips. Extensive tours of all Ithaca College facilities will introduce the parents to both the college and the community. Tours, from 9:00-11:00 a.m. will be conducted by the professors under the direction of Ray Hamlin. At the same time all Saturday morning classes will be held open to the public. Late registration will continue from 10:00-11:00.

The afternoon program will consist with a Buffet Luncheon from 11:00 a.m. through 1:00 p.m. in the Student Union cafeteria and snack bar. Due to large numbers expected, there will be a slight charge.

Nick Schuster is in charge of the luncheon. The afternoon will conclude with the I.C. Concert Band under the baton of Mr. Ganz who will present musical entertainment followed by the Ithaca Drama Department’s presentation of The Rivals,” directed by Craig McNab.

The weekend will conclude Sunday afternoon with a Professor’s tea, followed by a tour of five senior and students, and Parents will meet at 1:00 p.m. in the Union. One of the few complaints growing from last year’s weekend was the absence of any informal parent-faculty relationship. The Professor’s Tea is designed to create an informal atmosphere between the faculty and parents. It will be necessary for parents to sign up for this event and those names will be in previously arranged appointment committees. The tea, headed by Ms. M. C. will end at 3:00 p.m.

The entire weekend program has been planned and carried out by the members of Rho Mu Theta, Pi Theta Phi, and Epsilon Kappa. These fraternal organizations had their parts in the weekend head.

(Continued on page 4)

Reconstruction Home Children Guests of Phi Epsilon Kappa

The brothers of Phi Epsilon Kappa will host six children from the Ithaca Reconstruction Home at the Ithaca-Connecticut State College fraternity’s annual P.E.K. banquet.

The brothers arranged transportation and chauffered the handicapped children to and from the game. Mr. Forbes, supervisor of the home, is a former member of Phi Epsilon Kappa. The fraternity plans to include assistance to the Reconstruction Home in its pledge drive.

Social director Chuck Brady says that the fraternity plans to invite the children to a Phi Epsilon Kappa lacrosse game next season.

Reconstruction Home Children Guests of Phi Epsilon Kappa

Navy Recruiters To Visit Campus Annex Tomorrow

A team of officers from the main Navy Recruiting Station in Buffalo will visit the Campus Annex tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to discuss with college seniors and graduate students the possibilities and requirements for obtaining a commission in the United States Navy.

Information will be available on the Navy’s Officers Candidate School and the various aviation programs leading to a commission.

Opportunities for women choosing to enter in the Navy will also be discussed.

The team will have the full par-
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

Not only is the dining room a place to eat, but it is also a place to socialize. Most students realize that the three years they spend at Ithaca College are a time of many important decisions. During this period, students must decide on their major, choose their college, and make other important decisions. Thus, the dining room is a place where students can come together and discuss these important issues.

Sincerely,

Thomas Flans
The backbones of the academic college is the library. This year the Ithaca College Library IX-4 will be expanded to efficiently serve the largest student body in its history.

This year the library was expanded to provide more space for students to study. The library is located in the basement of the new South Hill Library.

The tour of the library starts at the main entrance. The tour begins by entering the main reading room where the students can study. The room is large and comfortable with plenty of seating for students.

The tour then moves to the second floor where the reference collection is located. The reference collection is used for research and provides students with access to a wide range of materials. The room is quiet and peaceful, providing a conducive environment for study.

The tour then moves to the third floor where the collection of audio and video materials is located. The room is equipped with state-of-the-art technology, allowing students to access a variety of multimedia resources.

The tour concludes on the fourth floor where the archives are located. The archives contain a wealth of historical materials, providing students with access to valuable resources.

The tour of the library is designed to give students a comprehensive understanding of the resources available to them. Students are encouraged to utilize the library as a valuable resource for their academic success.
Radio-TV, Speech-Drama girls belt out "Freshmen Should Be Friends'' in their usual role of IC interdepartmental harmony.

Review

"THE RIVALS"

Staged by Robert Bardwell, Scenery and Lighting so that the audience knows what is going on before the second act begins is debatable; however, it would seem that a production could avoid exaggerating the weaknesses of the play. Obviously written with the consideration for the foremost consideration, the play leaves the audience to figure out the plot and connections between characters. With this major inherent weakness, two aspects of the performance tended to further confuse the issue. First of all the clash between the concentration of the actor and the over-powering "noise" on stage in their spoof of IC interdepartmental harmony.

Craig MacNab, Bryn Matthews and Barbara Greacen. Craig, who has seldom done what he was appointed us, was true to the character he portrayed with subtlety and determination at the first performance because of the Irish-English political tensions, drew a wrinkled brow from this viewer. Roger Harkenrider and Clif Wardle, who opened the show, left us completely dumbfounded. Part of this was the result of our still trying to keep our order, which most of the audience fully connected with Michael Kidd Productions. Margo Maus and Janet Stanley went on with their presentation of "Gunsmog" starring Mud Dillon, Silvertone and Polka Dot, and staged at the "Birdcage" at "Dodge City." At the conclusion of this well performed and directed comedy, the School of Music received aandard Pythoned avion. Directed by Barbara Wickham, the group performed well in defense of their rep. Additional credits should be given to Sue Babraham and Lenore Boutreau, advisors to this depart- ment. Liberal Arts was next on the program. Their skit, "This Is Your Life," was popular and presented many aspects of college life which most of the audience fully appreciated. Some of their songs were: "Maurice's Little Lagoon Fills," "Strangers in the Dark," and "Sun in the Morning and the Moon at Night." The recompensing choreography was undoubtedly connected with Michael Kidd Productions. Margo Maus and Janet Stanley were advisors to this department.

The Physical Education and Physical Therapy department were the next performers. Their opening football skit was performed flawlessly and with proper atmosphere expected at the games exhibited unmistakably. The question of what actually happens in bud- diness was shown to be nothing more than a good laugh.

After a brief pause to repair a broken fingernail, Judy Aronawitz, Jeanie Heagy and Kay Davies were advisors to this department.

"Chinese Painting" by John Gill

you drill a hole to let some air in; there sits a bird on a bough and thunder fills the fields; it begins

"This is Your Life" was the theme of the Liberal Arts group as they presented their interpretation of a bit of premature Alestole pictures are (L. to R.) Jeannine Trow, Winifred Slough, Diane Sexton, and Carol Peters.

"Chinese Painting" by John Gill

WASH 'N SHOP

204 W. SENECA STREET

"Closest coin operated 24hr. a day LAUNDERMAT to Ithaca College"

7 hr. service on DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY

THE WARMEST "WHITE-WEATHER" COAT IMPORTED DANISH SUEDE TRAWLERS

Colors:

LAY AWAY

Olive

Pepper

Old Gold

Ladies & Men's Sizes

from $29.00

FUN-TYME

126 W. STATE ST., ITHACA, N. Y.

PHONE AR 2-9361

The winning entry—PE-Physio—was introduced by these two "over-zealous" cheerleaders. The girls are (L. to R.) Ellen Lieberman and Mikki Schwartzbaum.
Parents
(Continued from page 1) ed by Dave Anderson, Carol Elsman and Norm Bogart re spectively. Dean Hill is acting as ad viser.

Last year's successful weekend was complemented by the 400 att ending parents. A larger number is expected this year. This past weekend adult students and their parents were invited to help make this Parent's Weekend a successful one ever, by attending the complete weekend.

Commentary
(Continued from page 2) be opinion based upon larger co operative profits. The American oe of a school should not be caught in the cor porate squeeze play. They must not be eluded.

Lost & Found
Found—pair of white low sneakers. Pick up in Dean Clarke's office. Found—2 rings, 1 wool scarf, 2 pairs of shoes, a 10 cent subscrip tion book. They are at the reception desk. Ask Jeanne Truman for assistance.

---Coming---
Nov. 11
Johnny and the Hurricanes
Student Union—8:30-11:00
$2.00 drag $1.25 stop
presented by The Junior Class

---The ITHACAN---

Men's Student Government was formally put into effect at the Oc tober 19th meeting of the Ithaca College Student Council, and the constitution mentioned was discussed along with proposed changes. Student Council president Harvey W. Robinson expressed the wishes of judges representing Men's and Women's Student Governments, to handle disciplinary action on all students for other than aca demic offenses or those deemed serious enough to be handled by the administration. M.S.G. representa tives were appointed at the Octo ber 26th meeting. They are: Al Vo gel, chief justice; Jim Cohen, sen­ior justice; Mike Fox, assistant justice; and Joel Holzer, sophomore judge. The Court will begin its work as soon as W.S.G. representa tives are named.

A Publications Advisory Com mittee was also discussed at the October 13th meeting. Its function would be to assist the three campus publications (the newspaper The Ithacan, the yearbook The Cayu tan, and the temporarily-inactive literary review The Sophomore) on editorial and technical matters. It was decided, instead of having local men write in literary and journalistic fields serve on the committee, the editors of the publications would constituent and elect the ad visory board. It did not seem advis able to have a ballot in The Ithacan to determine student opinion on this subject.

Frosh Gridders Visit Alfred U.
Tomorrow Nite
by Bruce Theobald
The Ithaca College freshman football team travels to Alfred University tomorrow night in an attempt to pick up their third victory of the season. Game time is 8:00 p.m.

Last Saturday the Ithaca club managed to hold the momentum of the campaign to the Buffalo University freshmen, 14-6, at Buffalo.

The winners scored as a result of a safety, a blocked punt and a 56-yard field goal by Bob Cole.

In the second quarter a bad hike from center went into the end zone and in the last quarter, a 50-yard pass. A blocked punt that rolled to the IC 1 yard line was blocked and set up the Buff's second score. Four plays later they were across the goal line, giving the Bombers a 10-0 going into the final stanza.

The insurance touchdown came in the first quarter on a 5-yard pass play. The extra point attempt failed.

Ithaca's lone score was a pass play from Ken Langemayr to Art Cardi that covered approximately 60 yards. Defensive Coach Vincent Ma sinia felt that his squad was "out standing." At one time Buffalo had both punt down and goal to go on IC's one yard line and the Bom bers held. There were also several plays within the twenty yard line and didn't score.

---CHANDLER'S---

Give "More Appreciated Gifts" this Year

It's Time to Knit for X-mas
FOR MOM — FOR DAD — FOR SIS — FOR BROTHER

The YARN SHOP
over Mayers Smoke Shop
Come In—Pick A Pattern Today
Review: Bombers Bog As Beauties Bow

IC Booters Sport 6-2-1 Record As Navaretta Stars by Len Cross

The Ithaca College soccer team defeated Colgate and R.I.T. last weekend by scores of 3-0 and 4-0 respectively, but the Bombers then traveled to Oswego State Teachers Saturday and lost 5-3. Fine defense marked all three games, but a lack of scoring punch was evident at Oswego.

Harry Nepheleotus had a fine day when he netted two goals against Colgate. The first score came with 4:20 gone in the first quarter, the second with 4:06 played in the second stanza. This was identical with last year's half time score against Colgate with the opponents eventually coming out on top. But this year it was a different story. The defense held and Skip Lynne added another tally in the third period. Team captain Tom Costello kept the defense strong despite a severe head injury obtained in the University of Rochester game.

The Bombers next romped over R.I.T., scoring four times in 27 attempts. Rochester found time for only six shots at goalie John Hewes.

Lynne, Navaretta, Score

Pete Navaretta started things rolling at 6:28 of the second quarter with a shot from 32 yards out. Three minutes later, Lynne added another to make it 2-0 at half time. Nepheleotus and Wayne Beck both scored in the third quarter. Even though the visitors didn't score, Tallo was outstanding for R.I.T.

Oswego proved to be ready for the Bombers and outplayed Ithaca for the better part of the contest. Despite a goal by Beck in the second quarter, the Bombers never seemed to catch fire, and Oswego's Dick Thole (whose name rhymes with goal) scored twice in the last four minutes of the game to give his teammates the win. During his career at Oswego, Thole has scored 50 goals.

Navaretta, Ithaca's center half, played outstanding defensive ball in all three games and has been an important factor in the team's 6-2-1 record.

"Frolics" (Continued from page 4)

The Ithaca students were introduced to the crowd. She was also last year's Freshman Spring Weekend attendant. Spirited IC Rooter Tony Nacinovich's (right) vocal support was not enough as the Bombers dropped the Fall Weekend contest to S.C. 21-0.

A first period field goal attempt by IC's Sam Curko goes astray. The Bombers drove to the S.C. line on their first series of downs, but the S.C. field line nipped them.